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4.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This Unit will enable you to see
how the interpretation of available clues is the core of the detective's art,
and that the clues include all kinds of evidence;
how Sherlock Holmes established a model of interpretation of cluesputting one's power of dectuction to work;
that there is another mode which centres on the lnterpretation of the
interaction between the detectives, people, places, events and circumstances;
how an author like Raymond Chandler, for example, is more interested in
what really happened, how people behaved, why did it have to happen,
than who the criminal i~
how even false clues p h y their part, o r have a role in thedetective story;
how in some cases the c r i m i ~ a mighb
l
himself 'plant' false clues to 'thicken'
the mystery or mislead the detective.
At the end of this Unit, you would be able to list the types of clues and
models of interpretation. The Activities inserted at various points in the Unit
will enable you to structure and pinpoint clues in your own stories.

4;l INTRODUCTION
-

In the preceding three Units we have discussed some of the essential
ingredients of the detective story-suspense and atmosphere, characters and
dialogue. But you can see that the solving of the mystery and the identifying
of the criminal depends largety on how the detective makes use of the clues
available to him. his is done by him through his power of deduction, his
ability to discover motivation for the crime or to trace it to the criminal. In
doing so, he often comes across false clues, some of which might have been
deliberately planted to throw the detective off the scent. The detective thus
uses his insight into human nature to make out the criminal's motivation and
understand his behaviour. He then obtains clues to help him along.

4.2 WHY WE ENJOY HEADING DETECTIVE
STORIES
We are drawn t o detective fietion because it entertains us and chaknges aur
'detective' skills. We are given a problem and challenged to offer a solution;
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from a number of i idents and characters we are invited to discover motives
for a crime and id& ify the criminal; In other words, we are provided clues
and asked to solve ysteries.
There are, of course lsome readers who don? like 'mechanical puzzles' or
detection based on 'dhysical clues' which they find teasing rather than
exciting. They dlsmi$s them as :Fiddle stories' with no literary merit. They are
not wrong in their jqdgement, if we consider how many detective stories are
just bad. H o m e r , I)roblem solving, by itself, is an intelligent activity. Great
skill goes inco the cdnstruction of a plot containing a mystery or a problem.
To solve it, not only is a very clever detective engaged, but the inteliigent
reader k also encoudaged to make guesses, often to find that the detective is
more clever, aftet aq. A plot, which defeats even the very intelligent reader,
cannot be dismissed 1 lightly.

You might have rca4) stories, written somewhat earlier, in which a single
object like a ring, rrilock of hair, a foot-print, or a locket was enough to
discover identity an4 start the process of solving the mystery. Such clues are
too patent and obvio/us to satisfy our taste for sophisticated mystifiication. We
do examine objects fqr what they signify but we do so as scientists do, i.e., study
them as though wit a microscope and examine what lies behind and beyond
ed to reaonstmct a crime as we reconstruct a n extinct
them, Indeed, we p
animal (you might ave seen pictures 6f Dinosaurs and such prehistoric
creaEures which at dne time strode our world-they were all constructed in
1 .
this way).
t
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4.3.1 -1nbrpadjttbnof almes at the.heart of the detective's art
I

an event of the past with the
or-circumstantial-you might have
to interpret by regarding the available
o t for hidden facts about events in the
personalities. Indeed, you use

help of whatever
discovered. In

It is interesting t o dote that the way Conan Doyie's detective Sherlock
Holmes sets about lpis 'business' has set up a model of interpretation (a
formula) whioh ha served andrstiil continues to serve as a model for much
popular detective Action.
'The following is a /typical example of Shcrlock Holme's method:
'Were is-rny lens. You know my methods. What can y o u gather
yoursk~fa s t o the iiidividuaty of the man who has worn this
article?'. ..

'I can! see &thing,'&
I, handing it back to my friend.
'On the c a rary, Watson, you can see everything. You fail, however,
to reason om what you see. You are too timid in drawing your
infertpces.I'(italics mine)
Clues, 1 ought t o Fay, cannot be easily discovered. Y ~ u the
, reader, have got
. to-krok for thsm nd'reason from.what you see' and draw your inferences.
Mmmve~,attbu h the writer of the detective story does plant clues, as it
we=, his puwse is to m&e the rsader exclaim at the end: 'Oh, how stupid
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dm not to+trav mticeb-them'.

I
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Cmzsider,..farmbmple, the story, 'A Case of Identity', from The-Ahmhwes
d-.H(rhw.
An ggitated young woman, Miss Mary Sutherland.
oc~mezi-taHdmes and tells him that her lover, Mr. Hosmer A-ngel, has
disappeared on-their way t o c t b c h u r c h t o get married. From her 'rambting
ard i s e m i x p s n t i a * mrrative', S h e ~ l o c kHolmes is able to collect sign8icant
facts which he gieces $%ether to solve the mystery.
Miss S d t & n d ; havingcan Wependent income, lives with her mother
-ard herestepfather; Mt. Jam& Windibank, only slightly older than her.
Obvieasly, 4 t 4 ~Hosmer+&agei.would benefit from the marriage whiiei Miss
~&&%edsrndB
mother and tiepfa*her would stand t o lose. This means that
HaSme~Angel could tlot have vohntarily disappeared and that h m p m p l e
wmM-be anxious t o prevent: her from getting married as long as possible.
- BtAmes notices what turn out. to-be 'clues' to the mysterious dkappearance
oj' B w m e r Angel. Hosmer Angel-appears t o be a shy man ('would *rather
w a l k with me in the evening &fig8 in daylight, for he said he hated t o be
c~vnspkaous');wears tinted g W e s suggestive of weak eyes, and ha* whiskers;
types out his letters i n c M h . h i s , s i g n a t u r e - b u t objects t o he^ doing gkewise;
w m t s his. ktters t o be addressed t s the Leadenhall Street Post Office; is seen
txnlywhea her stepfather is a-wayon-business (i.e., the two of them have
r#:ver beep s e n together).
H s h e s intmprets each of tkse.facts to find out whether they point to
attplfing%ha$wit1 h+seivethemystery: ,Heis able to infer that
MI!.Hasmer4mpt-an&Mr:cQamesa W i d h a n k m r eone a n d the mmei -He-tells
Dr2-Wasonhow- he iwabk. to dzawsueh an inference:
'Well., of course it was-obvious from the first that this Mr. Hosmer
*Aaget must have some strong object for his curious conduct, and it
was equally clear that the only man who really profited by the
incident, as far as-we could see, was the seepfather. Then the fact that
the two men were never together, but that t h e one always appeared
when the other was away, was suggestive. S o were *thetinted
spectt;acles and the curious voice, which both hinted at disguise, a s did
the bushy whiskers. My suspicions were all confirmed by his zpmuliar
C.action in typewxiking-hissignature,from which of course, 1 inferred
.that his hand@b&g.vas.sa familiar t o her.that she would recognize
. even the srnal1es:mmple of it. You see all these isolated facts,
Ss$ethm with many minor ones, all pointed in the same direction.'

'
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'And how did you m i f p r t k m ? '

'Having once spotfed my man, it was easy to get conoboration. I
.-knew .the firm f o r wtricR this man worked. H&ng taken the- printed
$meription, 1 eiiminated everything from it which could be the result
af &disguise--the whiskers, the glasses, the voice, and I sent it t a the
firm, with a request that-they would inform me whether it answered
the description -of any of their travellers. 1 had already noticed the
eywutiarities of i h e typewriter, and I wrote t o t h e man himself a t his
,.bminess address; wkiirzg'him if he would come here. As 1 expected,
his.reply was ,typewritten, and revealed the same trivial but
=~eb.r&c€ristiod e b s , -The same post brought me a-letter from
Wxsthouse & Marbank, of Fenchurch Street, to say that the
descfiption-taikd in every respect with that of their employee, James
Wiirdibank. Voiia' tout!'

1
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- 4.4 THE OTHER MODE: INTERPRETATION OF
-WXWLE, PLACES, EVENTS AND
-

K m d a y s you wiH findpopzllar writers like Raymond Chandler who have
rt$ect& t h e made1 of zinterpf&&cm in the ,Sherlock Holmes stories. You will

D @ d v e Stories

find them usirig 'rgciprocal interaction between the detective and the people,
places, events and circumstances under investigation' as the basis for
interpretation.

Activity 1
Read the following passages and list the clues on which Holmes relies for
identifying the criminal (100 words):
'You see, Watson', he explained in the early hours of the morning, as
we sat ovel: a glass of whisky-and-soda in Baker Street, 'it was
2erfectly otpvious from the first that the only possible object of this
rather fantastic busiriess of the advertisement of the League, and the
copying oft the Encyclopaedia, must be to get this not overbright
pawnbroker out of the way for a number of hours everyday. It wasa
curious way of managing it, but really it would be difficult to suggest
a better. Tl)e method was no doubt suggested to Clay's ingenious
mind by the colour of his accomplice's hair. The four pounds a week
was a lure which must draw him and what was it to them, who were
playing forlthousands? They put in the advertisement, one rogue has
the temporary office, the other rogue incites the man to apply for it,
and together they manage to secure his absence every morning in the
week. F r o q the time that I heard of the assistant having come for
half-wages,'it was obvious to me that he had some strong motive for
securing th$ situation.'
'But how could you guess what the motive was?',
'Had there been women in the house, I should have suspected a mere
vulgar intrigue. That, however, was out of the question. The man's
business was a small one, and there was nothing in his house which
could account for such elaborate preparations and such a n
expenditure as they were at. It must then be something out of the
house, What could it be? 1 thought of the assistant's fondness for
photography, and his trick of vanishing into the cellar. The cellar.
There was the end of this tangled clue. Then I made inquiries as to
this mysterious assistant and found that 1 had to deal with one of the
coolest, and most daring criminals in London. He was doing
something dn the cellar-something which took many hours a day for
months on iend. What could it be, once more? I could think of
nothing sade that he was running a tunnel to some other building'.
'So far I had got when we were sent to visit thescene of action. I surprised
you by beating upon the pavement with my stick. I was ascertaining
whether thq cellar stretched out in front or behind. It was not in
front. Theq I rang the bell, and, as I hoped, the assistant answered it.
We have hgd some skirmishes, but we had never set eyes on each
other before. I hardly looked at his face, His knees were what I
wished to see. You must yourself have remarked how worn, wrinkled
and stained they were. They spoke of those hours of burrowing. The
only remaining point was what they were burrowing for, I walked
round the qorner, saw the City and Suburban Bank abutted on our
friend's premises, and felt that I had solved my problem. When you
drove home after the concert I called upon Scotland Yard, and upon
the chairmqn of the bank directors, with the result that you have
seen'.
'And how could you tell that they would make their attempt tonight'
I asked.
I

'Well, wheq they closed their League offices that was a sign that they
about Mr. Jabez Wilson's presence; in other words,
t&ir tunnel. But it was essential that they
as it might be discovered, or the bullion might k
removed.Sdturday would suit them-two'days for their &ape. For all
these reasoh I expected them to eome tonight.'
'You =sorted it out beautifully,' I exclaimed in unfeigned
adrnirati0n.i 'It is so long a &in, and yet every link rings true.'

( C l ~ e ~your
k answer with that given at the end of the Unit)

...................................................................
...................................................................
.........*.......*.................................................
...................................................................
...................................................................
...................................................................
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Chandler's detective, Phillip Marlowe, engages in a search 'not for a specific
criminal, but for a ruison d'etre, a meaning in character and relationship,
what the hell went on, rather than who done it'. Obviously, you cannot
expect, in such a tale, a great number of clues as in a Sherlock Holmes story.
Marrlowe's explanation of 'the facts' is, indeed, unlike Sherlock Holmes's
which is that of knowing how each fact ties up neatly with every other t o
clear the mystery. Thus, as William W. Stowe has pointed out, while Conan
Doyle's stones give you 'reassuring examples of the power of human reason
to make sense of the world, Chandler's stories show how little you learn from
the results of such neat interpretation and what depths of mystery the
process of interpretation can reveal.'
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4.5 REAL CLUES AND FALSE CLUES
You would notice (if you have read a good number of detective stories) that
there are clues and clues. Besides, those given by the writer, there may be
clues-indeed, a trail of them-deliberately set by the real criminal to lead
the detective (and the reader) astray.
A striking example of false clues is Poe's story, 'Thou Art the Man', inwhich
a 'hearty person', ironically named Goodfellow, cleverly arranges to direct
suspicion against someone, only to be finally forced to confess his own guilt.
So you've got to be on your guard (as the detective in the story usually is)
whlch is, perhaps, what the writer intends.

I

i
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4.6 SUMMING UP
-

I

We all love reading detective storks because we love solving mysteriesindeed, we find them presenting a challenge to our intelligence.

,

The ability to interpret clues is what enables the detective to solve the
mystery and is the core of his art.
1The clues are always obvious, except in early stories. An insignificant
object, a gesture or a seemingly casual piece of conversation may turn out
to be far more important than the usual evidence on which the detective,
especially a Police Detective, =lies.
Sherlock Holmes has set the model of intepretation of clues Which still
continues to be followed.
The other mode is the interpretation of the interaction between detective,
people, places, events and circumstances. Modern writers like Raymond
Chandler are interested in what really happened rsither than 'whio done it9,
i.e., in human psychology rather than human action.
Again, there are 'real' clues and 'false' clues which the author or the
criminal might plant deliberately to lead the detective (and the reader)
,
atstray.

Device of Multiple Clues

Acfi&y. 2
I
Read this paswge 4nd show how the detective's knowkdge of human
psychology has +wdved more helpful. than 'clues'. (100 words)
She stood,./hands on hips in the e n t k of the mom, glaring at me.
'Svppose'. $he spat, 'you think you've raised hetl'.

I laughed--11 could afford to.
'If your father is in his right mind?, I told her,
'Hellido hiwith a razor striqxwkn he gets home again. A firre joke
you pi~kedlout to playlon him ....'

-

'How'd yo. rap to it?' Quayle asked me politely.

I said. 'First, one of Audrey's friends saw. hefi on
between 8.15 and 8.45 the night she disappeaceb and
your letter t o Gatewud was postmarked 9 P.M. Pretty fast work.
You s h o u y have waited a while before mailing it. 1 suppose she
dropped i t ~ the
n post office on her way over here?'

'Wk&shefailed to show up after the money was paid, 1 figucd it
was 4 sure bet tha&:she,had.du'&apped-her*.
I knew. that if she
cameWdi home ztfw-.,faking this thing, we'd. find it out before we'd
talked to er very lpng-and I figured she knew that too and would
stay away. 1. ..
(Check your answers with the h i m given at the end of the Unit).

4,
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4.1 ACTFV~TIES:AEDS<TO ANSWERS*
Activity 1
The 'clues' on which Holrnes relies are the following:

I The .duertise&nt to get the pawnbroker out of the way for a number,d
hours everydog;

2 The assistant akcepting half-wages-unusual;
3 ~ikdisa~pwra/nce
into thecellar for several hours;

4 His kneea aw/l and s t a i d \ a h a ~Hahncs~eallodat tho premise.

5 The bamkXiabu$ing.on the :pawnC~&e+'s premises.
The way ~olmnl'~ieoes'.toge&er:all t h d s dues and makes his-own
deductions is WIN+*
helps him to eolve the mytery.
Activity4 '
1
Reifead s d i o n r 4 A . Noticelhow the detective answers the qu-tion
you rap to it?' There are two points he makes. Locate them.
I

'Hw'd

4
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4.8 ADDI'XIONAL READINGS FOR BLOCK. 3
This list contains two books on how to write detective stories. Mainly the list
ir~cludesworks by famous writers of detective fiction. Use them as models for

your own writing.
Boland, Johd, Short Story Techniques (Enl. rev. ed.) The Red House,
Mardens Hill. 1960
Cawetti. John G., Adventure, Mystery and Romance, Chicago and London,
The Univ. of Chicago Press; 1976
Chesterton, G.K., Dagger and Wings and Other Father Brown Stories,
,O:uford University Press, 1984
Christie, Agatha, Murder On the Orient Express, Collins, 1974
Christie, Agatha, The Murder of RogerAckroyd, Collins, 1967
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan, The Adventures of Shbrlock Hoimes, J. Murray
and Cape, 1974
Hitchcock, Alfred, Book of Horror Stories, Hodder, 1984

Le' Carre, A Perfect Spy, Hodder, 1986
Queen, Ellery, Best of Ellet9 Queen, Hale, 1984-85
Sayers, Dorothy, (ed.) Great. Tales of Detection, Dent, 1984.
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